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MOGL hires Elliot Charles, former Chicago State athletic director, to
serve as company's Director of University Relations. What does this
suggest about the current state of the NIL Marketplace? 



Good morning, and thanks for your continued support of Extra Points.

I've used most of the major NIL marketplaces. I've brokered deals on
OpenDorse and MarketPryce, worked with NOCAP and Iconsource, and
most recently, brokered an NIL deal on MOGL. I think all of these services
have their strengths and weaknesses. When I speak to athletic
departments or athletes, I don't endorse any specific marketplace, but
encourage athletes to be involved and look for opportunities on multiple
platforms. 

Just as NIL itself has evolved over the last year, so have those platforms.
They've added new tech, new features, and changed brand strategies.
Many are also looking to break into other revenue streams and services, to
be more than just a service to connect athletes to brand opportunities.

MOGL's newest hire shows how ambitious the company is in trying to be
more. 

Yesterday, the company announced they are hiring former Chicago State
athletic director Elliott Charles to serve in a new role as a director of
university relations.

While a few former athletic directors work in the NIL collectives space
(Oliver Luck and WVU, Fred Glass with Indiana, etc), I believe Charles is the
only former D-1 AD to now work with a marketplace.

Ayden Syal, MOGL's co-founder and CEO, said in a statement to On3:

"[Elliott's] experience working in senior positions at major athletic
programs and historically black universities throughout the country was
a major factor in his recruitment and showcases MOGL's commitment
to empowering all student-athletes in this new era." 

I spoke to Elliott over the phone on Thursday afternoon. He told me he was
excited to work with MOGL to help grow the firm's ability to further develop
"agency relationships", both with athlete representation agencies, and
with marketing agencies.

I've been hearing for weeks from various industry sources that while there
is a demand and need for NIL marketplaces, the bulk of those deals tend to
be small. Deals centered around larger companies, or larger dollar
amounts, are typically brokered via collectives, marketing and talent
agencies, or off-platform. Those specific relationships weren't native to
any of the NIL marketplaces at launch. 



Elliott also told me he intends to grow MOGL's university relationships.
Before becoming the AD at Chicago State, Elliott worked at places like
Florida A&M, Clemson and South Florida, building relationships with
conference offices, ADs and industry professionals all across the country.
As MOGL seeks to also offer software solutions (campaign monitoring,
compliance solutions, etc), it would make sense to bring in a strategic
partner who has those relationships.

In addition to his work at MOGL, Elliott has also launched a consulting
company, HamiltOn Consulting, along with former college athlete Anthony
Hamilton Jr, which will focus on brand building.

 I don't know if this exact hire will be part of a trend. There may not be that
many folks like Elliott out there, after all... folks with branding, business and
deep college athletics experience. But the idea that a NIL marketplace can
build a strong business by simply trying to recruit athletes, brands, and
taking a little money off the top of the deal, may be losing steam.

It's hard to recruit athletes to these platforms. It's hard to recruit brands to
these platforms. It's hard to educate both parties on how to use these
platforms effectively. And the competition is significant.

Some will probably pivot more into becoming SaaS companies that just
happen to serve the college athletics space. Others will potentially pivot to
physical merchandise sales, community building, or athlete services.
Others might just straight up merge with other NIL-related firms.

I don't think anybody has everything perfectly figured out yet, I sure as hell
don't. But this hire might be a sign that in order to play in this increasingly
competitive space companies are going to have to be aggressive in
grabbing talent that can bring new skills and new relationships to the table.

Thanks for reading everybody. Feel free to ping me at
matt@extrapointsmb.com, tweet me at @MattBrownEP, hit us up on
Instagram at @ExtraPointsMB, or troll us on reddit at /r/extrapointsmb 

Read the full article

https://bit.ly/39B3RS4
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